Program: Improve your catch connection in 10 sessions

Team:
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Day, Date and Time:

Video
Watch
Day,to
Date
and Time:

Video Notes

Session Focus

Session Details
Rate 18-20spm

Videos in this Program in Order
Blade Entry Technique

Speed Loss at the Catch

Hanging vs Grabbing

Demonstration of the
difference between
hanging and grabbing

Measuring Lift & Grab

What does lift or grab at
the catch looks like on the
acceleration curve

Improve the catch

This video discusses how
quickly the blade enters
the water.

How to see the check
movement at the catch

The focus is to have a
relaxed grip and very quick
lifting of the arms

Try to ensure that you are
not lifting your shoulders
at the catch

Focus on arms fully
extended and relaxed
before the catch

Aim is to understand what
the catch feels like if you
grab or lift

Focus on arms fully
extended and relaxed
before the catch

Try to increase the speed
of blade entry
remembering place before
push. Experiment with
entry speed

Low pressure, exaggerate
the uplift of the hands at
the catch, putting the blade
(s) in as quick as you can

Concentrate on relaxed
arms and grip with no
tension in arms or
shoulders before the drive

Practice rowing with
deliberate grab and
shoulder lift then without to
understand the difference.
It will feel less of a catch

Need to focus on picking
up the load. Pactice
delaying the drive until you
feel connected. Feels like
less of a catch - good

How to improve the catch
in one session

Which is fastest? Blade entry techniques compared

Speed Loss at the Catch

Hanging vs Grabbing
Measuring Lift & Grab
Improve the catch
Priming for the Catch

Place then Push - Sweep
Best Catch Drill

Birds Eye View of Catch
Beginner to Elite

Day, Date and Time:

Video to Watch

Priming for the Catch

Place then Push - Sweep

Best Catch Drill

Birds Eye View of Catch

Beginner to Elite

Video Notes

It is important to get the
body mentally and
physically ready first

In a sweep boat the same
principles apply

Favorite catch drill,
practice this drill at the end
of every warmup

Seen from above the blade
spears into the water,
informative

These drills will make it
easier for you to lock in the
changes made

Session Focus

Think about what you are
trying the achieve and be
ready for the catch

Practice picking up the
load without aggression

Focus on the catch speed
again with a conscious
lifting of hands

Practice the connection
sequence at a higher rate

Being able to have a quick
catch, connection and
drive at rate

Make sure your core and
glutes are engaged before
catch and your mind is
ready for steady then quick
then steady catch
movements

Practice this drill at various
ratings from 16-26spm to
learn the way that you
place, pick the load and
connect as the rate
increases

In this session practice at
24, 26, 28, 30spm the
sequence; quick & deep
placement, feel the load,
push and then acelerate to
the finish

Back to a rating of
18-20spm, visualise how
the blade enters the water
and feel for the load before
gradually accelerating

Make sure that you try
hard to place THEN push
as this is the critical step.
It will feel like a large delay
but will increase boat
speed

Session Details
Various Rates

Comments:

n

Technique It is vital to have relaxed arms and shoulders together with a relaxed grip before the catch, without all these components being relaxed you will have trouble in being precise an
Notes:
Additionally as you approach the catch make sure that your lower core muscles are turned off and your upper body is relxed.
The critical step is to understand that the placement of the blade, picking up the load and pushing are separate movements and very importantly they are at different speeds.
- The placing of the blade is a very quick movement of the arms.
- The picking up of the load of the water against the blade required care and don’t be too agressive.
- The drive commences with the pressure being gradually applied to avoid checking the boat.

Once you have the above movements under control at a low rate, gradually increase the rate in subsequent pieces at 2 strokes per minute each time maintaining the same cat
The speed of power application will increase as the boat speed increases but resist the temptation to be agressive in the initial load pickup.
We suggest add the catch drill to every warmup to focus your mind as to the movements required.

